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to vote

by Gary Scott

Municipal elections are upcoming in Waterloo on December 4.
This year, in an attempt to marshall a larger student vote, the Student Administrative Council of
WLU and the Federation of Students at the University of Waterloo
have come up with a plan to have
students enumerated and added to
the voters list.
The problem this year, as in the
past, has been that the regular
enumeration was carried ou.tduring
the summer when many students
are away. For this reason they are
missed during the enumerative
procedure and are not included on
the voters list, which means, of
course, that they cannot vote during the election.
made a rare and cameo appearance at part one of this weeks SAC meeting. Bilyea came to
The plan to be put into effect for
council questions on the SUB maintenance deficit. He prompted much discussion, which
this election calls for enumeration
~ed to become disjointed ... then off topic ... then poir;ttless. Despite total bewilderment council
forms to be given out to students
to pass three motions presented by VP Finance Mark Fletcher. Aubrey Ferguson increased the
who wish to be included on the votby motioning for adjournment at 7:00pm. Part two was held on Wednesday, and was a real
ers list.
" Read about it next week.
Phil Turvey, the presid~nt of

C lifts objectives
Ballroom. This wesents some
problems, however, particularly
\pril of 1976, SAC appointed where instruments and equipment
Arnold, the Student Union's for the bands is concerned.
Considering these requirements,
manager, Fred Nichols,
of Students, and three stu-· the committee is recommending
· Aubrey Ferguson, Mary the acquisition of a 6' X 8', two ton
Wittig and Mark Fletcher to capacity, or 8' X 8', three ton
a committee to study and capacity elevator.
Two alternative locations for the
recommendations regarding
yet nonexistent lower floors elevator are under consideration.
The first would have the elevator
Student Union Building.
.. committee is still engaged in installed internally, eliminating the
. However, due to an office now occupied by the SAC
priority, they have re- Treasurer. The second plan would
the addition to the be to have the elevator installed externally. This would involve elimiof a freight elevator.
·-----of acquiring such an nation of the office in which Dean
be the facilitation of Nichols currently resides.
After consultation with the cony scheduled student
tractor, Mal Holmes, SuperintenBallroom, where Pubs and dent of Buildings and Grounds, has
student functions advised that the external installation is the one recommended. He
10, is located on the top floor
Student Union Building. has also suggested an approximate
necessitates the transporta- installation cost of $120,000, of
,,f all supplies, liquid and which $50,000 would be the purchup four flights of stairs. ase cost and $70,000 installation.
present students are being
This high cost is probably the
:o carry these supplies to the greatest factor militating against
by Gary Scott
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the immediate installation of the
elevator. Although a lifting device
of some sort is needed, the problem
of financing is not easily circumvented.
One suggestion which has been
made would have the students pay
for the elevator through an increase
in the student fees collected at the
time of registration. Since the student fee was raised $6 (from $19 to
$25) last year, it does not seem
likely that another substantial rise
in the fee (about $10) would meet
with student approval at this time.
Another suggestion would have
the university cover the cost of installation as part of their capital
building expenditures. Since the
Student Union Building is owned
by the students, through SAC, it
remains to be seen whet}ler the
university would cooperate in such
a scheme.
One way or another, the committee is obviously convinced of the
need for an elevator, and it is probable that its installation will remain
high on the list of priorities drawing
on SAC's capital expenditures.

SAC, will obtain the forms from the
enumeration officer and they will
be distributed to the students in two
ways.
Students in residence will obtain
the forms through their dons, and
will return them there after they
have been completed.
Off-campus students can pick up
the forms in the Torque Room, and
then return them to the SAC office
once .they have filled them out.
It is not known, as yet, what the
student reaction to this plan will be.
There is scepticism in some quarters as to the number of students
who will take advantage of the
change being offered them.
Although it is not expected that
there will be student candidates run
in this election, the opportunity exists for students to throw their support to those candidates who support student interests. The total
vote in the last election was low,
and a substantial student vote
could well determine the outcome
of this one.

Senate election
Because of the "academic and scholarly image of the position,"
the three candidates for the open student senator seat have decided
NOT to run a campaign. They will leave the decision open to the
students at large.
We at the Cord do not support this policy, as it is unfair to the
student at large to expect them to decide on the sound of a name. It,
in effect, makes a sham of the democratic process and in the end
harms the position more than it-helps it.
However, there is an election, and it is our duty to make the
candidates known. They are:

JAMES HASLIP

LAWRENCE SCOTT
PAUL SMITH
These are the candidates, and if you know anything about them
you should exercise your vote on Wednesday October 30.
In the tried and true tradition of SAC, Kathy Kenny was acclaimed as SAC member for Arts.

rads pay piper, want the tune

usl

union fees.) This will come about in
September, 1975.
The first students to pay will be
graduate arts students. They have
been paying the building fee up to
now, and now will start the union
fee. This means that SAC will receive about one thousand dollars
more in operational revenue from
the grads next year alone. In subsequent years each of the other
graduate faculties will enter into
the plan. Phil Turvey, in talking to
the Cord said he has President
Taylor's assurance that each of the
other faculties will follow suit.
This means that by either 1976 or
1977 there will be monies flowing
into SAC from all of the graduate
students attending. The projected
figure is three hundred, or at least
$7,500.00 in new working capital
for SAC.

With the proposed expansion of
graduate faculties (see issue no. 2
editor.) the new money for SAC
could reach upwards of ten
thousand dollars or more.
All these money making decisions did not come about all at
once. It started in September when
the seminary students realized that
they were paying the SAC building
fee, yet they were n"t receiving any
of the benefits normally accorded
to contributors. They then refused
to pay the fees, stating that they
had no representation. Turvey met
with the representatives of the
seminary students and came to
what is the root of the graduate student problem.
Turvey felt that the graduate
students have "regressed back into
their own faculties, with no voice
other than themselves ... by be-

coming part of the student union
they can tune into our networks of
communicatiorL" Turvey further
elaborated that the sem'inary students and he are attempting to lay
the groundwork for a moTe satisfactory and workable rapport between
grads and undergrads.
In the past, in the seminary for
example, there has been little
communication between it and the
campus at large. Their regular
newsletter is not ·distributed here,
and the Cord is not distributed
there. In a brief to Turvey, the
members of the editorial board of
the bulletin said "The proposal
which follows will serve as a long
needed catalyst to spawn a greater
interaction between the student
body ofW.L. U. and that corner of
the campus boarded by Albert and
Bricker."

There is obviously serious intent
by the students towards re-entering
the university life.
With this re-entry, there will be
certain obligations on SAC. Expansion of services will be the obvious obligation. With upwards of
five hundred students entering the
union, pub and dance facilities may
be in need of expansion. As well as
this, the request for a lounge
strictly for grads will probably be a
major question. Obviously SAC's
new found wealth in the next few
years will be diverted to meeting
tl'le needs of the grads.
There is also the representation
question to be answered. The present constitution is dated and the
comm\ttee cn<uged w\tn creating a
new one will include representation
for grads on the same basis for undergrads.

UNISEX BARBER SHOP

the book corner
where satisfying your reading
needs is our business

-OPEN SUNDAYS72 KING STREET WEST
KITCHENER 578-1850

books
magazines
including

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
COMPLETE LADIES & MEN'S SERVICE
OPEN MON. THRU FRI. 8:30 till 5:30.
CHARLIE, ZANA, AND EDDIE
IN ATTENDANCE

German
French &
British

posters
prints
jewelry
smoking sup.
and more . . .

Birthright offers an alternative to abortion for women with
a problem- pregnancy- by offering free pregnancy test,
housing, legal aid, medical aid , maternity and baby clothing.
Completely confidential
BIRTHRIGHT 50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990

BEAUTY SALON
SPECIALS
Body Perm-reg. $15.00, now $12.00
(includes shampoo, set, and cut)
Streaking-reg. $15.50, now $10.00
(includes shampoo and set).
Effective Oct. 21st to Oct.25th
For appointment call ext. 3700

/

Natural AUDI
/

is pleased to announce that they have 'been
•
appointed as the EXCLUSIVE DEALER 1n
KITCHENER-WATERLOO for the

LINE of the finest in
TRADITIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS
INNOVATORS WITHOUT COMPARISON
THE OHM B
The Ohm B bookshelf speaker system is an improvement on the classic acousticsuspension speaker format (rectangular box . drivers on front panel) because of
the meticulous attention paid to phase and time characteristics. Three drivers ·
are used in a very simply configuration that achieves very accurate sound
reproduction . Frequency response is from 35- 18.000 Hz. Minimum
suggested amplifier power is 30 watts rms/ channel. The finish is oiled walnut.
Dimensions 26" x 15" x 1 0 -3 / 4 " deep . $598.00 pair

THE OHM C
The Ohm C bookshelf speaker system is a slightly smaller and somewhar
more efficient version of the Ohm B. Frequency response is from 41-18.000 Hz
Minimum suggested amplifier power is 20 watts rms/channel. The finish is oiled
walnut. Dimensions 25" x 14" x 9-3/ 4 " deep. $468.00 pair.

THE OHM 0
The Ohm D bookshelf speaker system is a high-accuracy full size bookshelf
speaker designed with a maximum economy of means. combifling
uncompromising performance and high efficiency at relatively low cost.
Frequency response is from 50- 17.000 Hz. The minimum suggested amplifier
power is 20 watts rms/channel. The finish is oiled walnut. Dimensions 25" x
14" x 8 " deep. $318.00 pair

THE OHM E
The Ohm E small bookshelf speaker system is a refinement of the popular halfsize format. with a view to improving bass r'esponse and overall accuracy of
reproduction. Frequency response is from 55 to 1 7.000 Hz. The minimum
suggested amplifier power is 10 watts rms/channel. The finish is oiled walnut.
Dimensions 21" x 11 - 1/2" x 7-1 14" deep. $218.00 pair

THE OHM F

Dimensions 43" x 17" x 13". $1,318.00 pair

THE OHM A custom made. Dimensions 51" x 23" x 19".
$2,138.00 pair

Natural AUDIO

44 King St. Sou·th
576-7730
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US launches
student aid campaign
lCUP)
t..:mon of Students
dwded to launch a
campaign on stuCanada.
Jay conference held in
nOctoher 11-14. the 60
drscussed the possi.tudent campaign". The
purpose is to increase
tllJil and grant ceilings in
e a university educaesstble to the poor secCanadian population.
tded that this year's
hould be more campus
mce each institution
to handle its campaign
ways.

wants campaigns to
on all campuses- in
ot JUSt the 23 postm~utullons that belong to
a Canada-wide, all. all students will
will prove to be the
tudents.
uggest ions for the
mcluded informational
posters, public deup campus commit.tudents press coverage.
e delegates agreed that
a need for a grass roots
-h-dtscovering what the
t And that information
e exchanged between
n the student aid camtudent response.
'.unpaign conducted in
months by the Central
'iLS was felt to be
uccessful. The lobby
letter-writing and presfl to government officthat students be allowed
udenl fees and educaenals from income tax
dents be granted an in•dcductiOn for the cost of Iiv-

dents from lower class backgrounds
to attend university without fear of
huge debts to pay back after graduation.
Other motio_ns passed included:
reducing the age of independence to
18 for student loans; tying the student aid programme to a cost of living index: subsidizing the interest
rates for student loans and making
part-time students eligible for student loans.
One problem facing NUS is lack
of money. A motion was passed that
fees be raised from 30 cents per student to $1 per student. Some concern was expressed over this increase in that delegates felt a fee
increase referendum (required by
the student unions' constitution)
would not pass on their campuses.
However, it was pointed out that
the Ontario Federation of Students
has recently raised its fees from 40
cents to $1.50 per student with six

10:00 AM-3:00AM
all week
256 WEBER N. WATERLOO
884-1750 -

/

48" and 60" STEREO CONSOLE SETS
<18" STEREO CONSOLE
<18" STEREO CONSOLE WITH
60'' STEREO CONSOLE WITH

OUR PRICE

$199.95

PLAYER
$349.95 OUR PRICE

$249.95

$299.95

a TRACK

OKTOBERFEST SPECIAL

a TRACK

PLAYER
$399.95 OUR PRICE

OKTOBERFEST SPECIAL

SPECIAL FEATURE ITEM
6iZM
·
-STEREO4 Speed Automatic
l'ortaltle locord l'layor
Ideal For Ho~
Cottage,

l.ocNation loom

$69.95 Value
Our Price

44·44

$279.95
Speaken

Grill Cloth
Recorden
AM/FM Radiol
Televisions
DIA. Stylus
Microphones
Wire Cords
Jades, Plugs

()ISCOVERY IN DAZZLE
55 Watt Stereo FM/ AM Receiver $279.95
a Track $399.9S
$399.95
14" AGS Color' Television Set

60'' Stereo Console With

You've discovered the perfect mate ...
now let us help you discover her perfect diamond.
Like a woman, one diamond is waiting,
one she will cherish above all others. One with
fire and brilliance that will glow forever.
Just as your love.

Now
Our Price
Our Price

$199.95
$299.88
$349.95

Radio-Television Replacement Tubes Up To 50% Off List
Free Self-Service Tube Tester Available

Come In and Browse - Every Item in Store at
Our New Low Discount Prices - Save Now
30 KING W.
KITCHENER

DUNNETTE
JE\VELLERS

lowe'en Pub

urs. Oct. 31 in the~UPP6t
Admittance free for those
with costume

Semi-Formal
Nov. 1 in the ~UPP8t
A

HAMBURGERS-HOTDOGS
FtSH & CHIPS

OKTOBERFEST ·sPECIALS

two national student
preceded it, NFCUS
were and are concerned
,>!'!ems of student finanly responsible for the
of the Canada StuProgramme (CSLP).
the CSLP is unsatisfacv ways and NUS, with
hopes to have changes
main desire is to have
aiJ programmes standarthe country.
·uld require federal adofthe CSLP instead of
.incially adminis~o~-.mnw'. Standardization
hopefully elimiJisparity.
passed calling for
llllcd'tudent aid, via additional
loans, thus reducing
total liability for educaand encouraging stu-

out of seven campus referendums
being successful.
Another problem facing NUS is
its low membership. Only about
one-quarter of Canadian postsecondary institutions are members
of NUS and no Quebec institutions
are represented. NUS is attempting
to resolve this problem by conducting an accessibility campaign on
student aid-a subject which
touches all students, and secondly
by negotiating with the Francophone institutions.
The next NUS general meeting,
to be held in May 1975 at Glendon
College will deal specifically with
the Francophone question.
The futur~ of NUS has to be reassured with the fee increase. Also,
the government has recognized
NUS as the official representative
body of Canadian post-secondary
students .

per person
Both Pubs featuring Canada

AUSTIN ELECTRONICS
22 King St . South Waterloo Phone 743 ·4562

©

Store Hours· Mon .· Fr1. 10 a rn · 9 p .rn Sat . 10 a .rn · 6 p m
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YELLOW SUBMARINE
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TAKE OUT & DELIVERY
6 LOCATIONS TO SEftVE YOU -

:

CATERING SERVICES AVAilABLE

e
:
•

676 KING ST. W.
KITCHENER
Tel: 579-1500

2157 KINGSWAY DRIVE
at FOURTH AVENUE.
Tel: 745-2781

233 R"EGINA NORTH
WATERLOO
Tel: 745-3661

:
e

50 WESTMOUNT RD. N.
WATERLOO

652 KING ST. E.,
AT PANDORA
Tel: 745·2221

17 QUEEN ST. WEST
HESPELER
Tel: 658·5474

•

:
:

Tel: 742-2741

i••

Deliveries begin at 6:00 p.m.

:
•
:
•

•:
e
:

:
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l('s up to you
Somewhere there is an inconsistency.
1can remember not so very many years ago students were fighting
for a voice in university administration. The results at the time were a
series of demonstrations, student strikes, occupation of university
buildings and, occasionally, outright violence. The most vivid examples of students vs. administration confrontation usually came from
the United States, but Canadian universities were b,y no means
immune to the unrest. Even Wilfrid Laurier, then operating under the
less pretentious name of Waterloo Lutheran University, came in for a
taste of student militancy.
Various reasons were advanced in explanation of thisperiod of
activism and unrest. Not all of the incidents which took place then
had the s~me , or even similar, causes. There was one underlying
factor which could be isolated in most of them , however, and this was
the fact that students were, by and large, being systematically denied any real voice in the decision-making processes of the universities. Students were the product in the educational process, and as
such were not considered qualified to contribute to decisions made
on their behalf.
Students at that time considered this sufficient reason to -disrupt
classes and often to jeopardize the-ir futures by doing so. In the end,
they were largely successful. Administrators were gradually made to
realize that the student - as - qualified decision - maker was as integral a part of the university as the student - as - pedagogic object.
Students were admitted to previously closed committees, and their
voice, if not heeded, was at least heard.
Now, a few years later, the concessions won are already being
taken for granted and largely ignored. I am referring specifically to
the fact that the student elections to the university Senate aroused
so little interest that they never took place. So far this year, all the
student Senators have been instated by acclamation, and on the
morning of the final day for nominations there were still insufficient
candidates to fill the available positions. In the upcoming election for
the single remaining Senate position there are three candidates, so it
appears that an election will take place, but where was everyone
when the original elections were scheduled?
Things are happening and will happen at WLU during this year
which will affect you very directly. You will be immediately aware cf
some of them; others you may not notice until later. They will all
proceed from some part of the decision-making apparatus of the
school, an apparatus into which you can have input. Whether or not
you use it is completely up to you.
There are two students sitting on the Board of Governors. How
many of you know who they are? There are positions for eight
student Senators. Do you know who they are? A student from each
department sits on the Faculty of Arts and Science Council. Who-?
Most departments have students sitting on the departmental council.
Can you name yours?
These questions are not rhetorical, nor am I being facetious. The
machinery of the university has been modified to permit student
representation where once it was unheard. Unless these modifications are taken advantage of, the machine will continue to steamroll
as usual.
The fact that we are permitted representation and allowed to
speak does not guarantee that we will be heeded. Students are
never allowed a majority, and only seldom parity. A real case could
be made for the contention that our representation is no more than
tokenism, a sop thrown us by the university to keep us quiet. Unless
and until we begin to use it effectively, howev·er, we cannot be certain
that this is the case and, to the best of my knowledge, this has never
yet occurred.
What was once considered sufficient cause to risk suspension,
expulsion or prosecution at law is now so little noted as to be
non-functional.

Henry Hess

I feel a word of warning must go
out to all students who make use of
the Health Services on this campus. On Monday morning I felt
compelled to visit the doctor to see
what could be done about a persisting cough that I have had for some
time. He diagnosed it as an ordinary cough and prescribed some
cough suppressant. My medical
history was on his desk and it was
there to be looked at before he
began to examine me. I thought
that he would be aware of my allergies, one of which was to codeine.
This information was on the medical file. The cough suppressant
prescribed to me had a brand name
that in no way indicated the presence of a codeine ingredient. It
wasn't until an hour later that I
started feeling the reaction to the
drug. Two hours later, I was completely disoriented and violently ill;
I had to phone the pharmacist to
finally find out what was in the
cough syrup. The amount that I
took was infinitesimal. I would hate
to think what would have happened
if I had taken two teaspoonsful. It it
had been penicillin , I would have
been dead.
The word of warning is to make
sure that whenever you get a pre-

'

scription drug with a brand name,
find out what drugs are in it and if
they are related to any other drugs
that you might be allergic to. One
should not have to do this since any
good doctor would make absolutely sure that his patient is not
allergic to drugs such as codeine,
penicillin etc . I won't mention the
name of the doctor who treated me
as this is no doubt a serious medical
The following people were part of the co-operative
this week's Cord:
Helen Puharich
Susan Mulhall
Karen Heney
Pat Bush
Jim Fisher
Jim Haslip
Matt Wells
"Turntable" Wilson
Garth Webb
Andrew Wedman
and Gabriel Dumont

Photography Club
Members wishing to have
slides printed must submit them
afternoon. They can be left in
Manager's mailbox in the Board
tions.
(Limit of 2 slides per rnAniiMi
Re: Editorial in Septemb~r 19, 1
the Cord Weekly, "Blast from
I am unable to substantiate
tions made in that article, I offer
as a formal retraction of those
do apologize to the administrators
that article for any
may have undergone, and for an
to their careers that may occur as
my actions.
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ooney's ghost and the death of the NDP

Sieve Armstrong
eptember there has
reasmg number of re... """:emmg a strange white
man form seen floating
pus late at night. This
has been heard to utter
things as, "If you
on South Africa I'm
have to defend them,"
asion. "Those Porllng those colonies in. \ly God, some of
kthe bone out of their
vem ago!"
y, such goings on as
e struck terror into the

hearts of many. Well, today I'm
going to set these hearts at rest.
The apparition is merely an
academic ghost, taking the shape of
our beloved opinion columnist of
last year, one R.K. Rooney. Yes,
poor R.K. died at the thought of
university being over for him. (I am
sorry to raise such a touchy subject, ie. that university revels must
indeed come to an end. However,
taking pride in the fact that I am a
realist, I shall push on relentlessly.)
Rooney, however, has seen fit to
return as a ghost and to enlighten
our lives continually. I have only
had the good(?) fortune to meet him
once on campus, but have had
many an informative chat with him
on the telephone. (Rooney, being
only a junior ghost, has been given
the task of haunting a Powly industry here in the K-W area. As such,
he has much spare time which he
uses quite rightly to haunt others,
myself included.
In any case, last week, late in the
evening, the ghost of Rooney telephoned me. Quite breathlessly, (do
ghosts breathe?) he announced in
his usual authoritative manner,

"You know, Steve, the NDP is
dead." He hurried on to explain
that the Liberals at the federal level
were quickly going to move left, the
right wing NDP'ers would then slip
into the Liberal fold, the NDP
would dissolve being so weakened,
and instead of a 3 party system we
would have a two party system
consisting of a slightly social welfare party and a centrist party. We
would therefore miss the destructive political polarization which is
helping to destroy Britain. This
trend would then follow at the provincial level and the NDP would
cease to be a significant force in
Canadian politics.' After stating all
this, ·Rooney made some appropriate ghostly chain clanking noises
and hung up.
Quite amused by this theory, I
tested it on Stephen Lewis when he
was here last week. I explained the
theory and asked if he saw the next
provincial election as being crucial
with regard to this theory, ie. if the
NDP flounders in Ontario then the
theory holds and the NDP is on its
way to oblivion. Mr. Lewis, in his
usual manner, produced a brilliant

argument about why the provincial
Liberals had no social philosophy.
Indeed he classed them as nothing
more than mere opportunists. He
produced a fine speech, but I wonder if he realized that he didn't
answer my question. Indeed, instead of weakening the theory by
his answer, he strengthened it.
Since the Liberals have no social
philosophy it will not be difficult for
them to add on some juicy tidbits
about increasing pensions, to babble carefully about foreign ownership, and maybe even to suggest
something as terrifying as "maybe,
but not likely, only if it comes to
that" nationalization or joint
public-private ownership of
Ontario's natural resources. All of
this may be enough to convince
some that the Liberals truly are the
progressive party of the future, and
enough to erode that strange right
wing of the NDP. The Liberals
have an ace-in-the-hole already in
that they have a strange aptitude
for picking up the working-man's
vote. Couple this with the fact that
the provincial Liberals are almost
certain to try to capitalize on the

successes of their federal counterparts and the game plan becomes
rather frightening. Robert Nixon,
in spite of his lacklustre appearance
and his dismal strength inside the
party, (ie. it took three ballots to
get him re-elected to the leadership
position) may wake up the morning
after the election to find himself the
leader of a much strengthened Official Opposition party. No doubt, on
the morning after, Stephen Lewis
will give an inspiring speech about
the Liberal's lack of a social
philosophy and then will go to meet
with his caucus, consisting of 4
members and an ashtray which the
janitors left by mistake. I wonder if
I had mentioned to Mr. Lewis that a
ghost told me the theory, he would
have listened a little more or
thought a little better of it.
Anyway, I hope everyone, even
Stephen Lewis, had a good Thanksgiving. My grandmother was 90
years old on Thanksgiving day, and
as she says, "Getting old isn't bad,
if you consider the alternative." I
rather hope that the NDP somehow
manages in spite of it all to avoid
the alternative at least for awhile.

'pulist
Opportunist?
Lewts wants the preCanada's wealthiest
adly. Speaking to a
udtence of history and
nee students at Centre
9. Lewis admitted
J pragmatist when it
tano politics. The next
lectJon. he voiced , oftorate only one viable
the province's current
The New Democratic
to Lewis, would
~apitalistic system but
make it responsible. In
the cold doctrinaire
plagued his predeceself in the last provinStephen Lewis talked
~ety of issues ranging
prices to Orban housing

ub

period that followed
rmal presentation inditephen Lewis in spite of
metropolitan upbringing

is indeed a "grass roots" politician.
Perhaps not a Diefenbaker or a
Douglas, Lewis' ability to thwart
complicated political issues in preference for hard hitting consumer
advocation was much in evidence
Wednesday. Refusing to enter in
economic discourse with a faculty
member and an inscrutable argument dealing with mortgage costs
put forward by a reformed business
student, Lewis showed his "salt" as
a politician. His sanguine disposition and fiery, emotional rhetoric
confirmed the suspicions of the audience that they were listening to a
deeply committed young man.
In concluding it might be appropriate to add that the Lewis presentation was the second in a continuing
series of guest lectures offered by
the History Club during this current
academic year. If the size of the audience at this function is an indication of student interest in History,
the students of Wilfrid Laurier University can look forward to an informative and provocative year.
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Kttchener
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Dutch Boy Plaza
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To have this kind of healthy, clear, and glowing
complexion, you must start out clean.
The gentle antiseptic formula of Ten-0-Six Lotion helps remove
hidden dirt, the heaviest makeups, and pore-dogging oils. It
destroys certain bacteria that can cause ski;t problems. And helps
dear up externally-caused blemishes. Use cool, refreshing Ten-0-Six
to help you have clean, dear skin . It you're not satisfied after
using it, we'll gladly refund your money.
That's how serious we are about your complexion.

• westmount place
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pharmacy 578-8800
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BOnnE BELL

MON-SAT 9 am- 10 pm
SUN and HOLIDAYS 11 am - 9 pm

Cord needs your help. We need graphics artists, reporters, typists and writers. No experience or
training is needed. If you are interested, enthusiastic or bored of this humdrum-ho-hum university

then this is the opportunity for you to enter the exciting world of journalism. Your worthless opinion
receive campus-wide attention, just like mine. If you think you can write better stuff then this, come
see us in the Student Board of Publications office. Hours are very flexible, so are our personalities.
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Soul nourishment
Fortify b"C--"·ith musie--"·ith SA..~Sl'1

Music is love, and love is nourishment for
the soul. The better the musical reproduction, the more nourishment you get. Sansui's
audio equipment is based on this ideal. It
enables us to market throughout the world
a wide range of audio components unmatched in quality, reliability, innovative
electronics, and craftsmanship.
Love in the form of music has a place
in your home and in your life. You deserve
the best reproduction system that money
can buy. Shown here is j.ust one of the
many possible Sansui combinations. For
the one just right for you-in terms of
power, sophistication, and budget-examine the entire Sansui line at your local
dealer.
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Mr. Stereo is your exclusive-- dealer in th;s area.

GUARANTEED SALES e SERVICE • INSTALLATION

n'1r stereo •

321 WEBER ST. NORTH IN WATERLOO t~.... vn;v.,•ityMCteotumt~le) TELEPHONE 884-2410
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY from 9 AM tot PM Ol*\lftur4.tJt• tet ..... 'RII PARKING

BOOI<ST
STUDENT LEG
We're ready to handle
landlord-tenant disputes
criminal, civil and
highway traffic act
school administrative

COME & SEE US
MON. TO FRI.
9 AM TO 5 PM
884-1360, 61
Located in S.A.C.
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females need apply
(CUP)-Statleased by the Peter111112n canada Manpower Centre
reveals female students are
to find summer employare male students.
jobs were found for 55
of the men registered with
10 Peterborough while only
ent of the female job hunplaced.
ment reserved for
concentrates in the categ"personal services" which
Miron. manager of CMC's
employemt program said
pays ~I near minimum wage
Men had more opportunities
m other, higher paying

llti\DVKVUGH

dents of which 875 were placed in
jobs. Only I ,100 women registered
although the lower total may reflect
their relative liklihood
of
success--only 375 female students
found jobs through the Peterborough CMC.

More students were working
than CMC's average 50 per cent
placement figure would suggest.
Miron maintained students registered in Peterborough often leave
the city to seek jobs elsewhere.
Others find work in Peterborough
on their own or else study at summer school. Nevertheless, women
were no more likely to fall into
these categories than were men, actual proportion of male to female
students working probably resemcites one instance in bles CMC's 55% to 37% ratio of
were sent by CMC to placing men and women in summer
for aJob painting. ''The emp- jobs.
Slightly less than half of the stuwouldn 't hire them even
the g1rls could paint and in dents, registered with Canada
Manpower in Peterborough were
had done it before."
to re-educate employers university and college sudents: the
. We ask: why not hire a rest were from high school.

.

Manpower official also sugfemale students themselves
hm contributed to their low
jbplacement rate. Some, although
women seemed unwilling to
e employment traditioneserved for men.
Other women coming to us may
1ewanted a job at all. Maybe
tudents still aren't aggresenough to go out and look for a
me JOb discrimination against

.IOIIIell students may be justified.

I

.yment involving heavy lift-

ill!d phySical exertion is beyond
.IU ... ~Ill.·re!

LE OF
RSE

s

range of most females although
aid the criterion for emnt might better be strength
x. ~ince some men would
mcapable.
The need for a chauffeur's lie also tends to eliminate
n from job consideration and
v.ill remain ·a valid argument
t women until more of them
re a chauffeur's licence refor some jobs.''
,t summer the Peterborough
registered 1,400 male stu-

T.hunder Bay: Another tent city
THUNDER BAY (CUP) Lakehead University has erected four
tents designed to hold 30 students
because of the housing shortage.
However, the tents have not yet
been filled to capacity although
some students have been using
them.
The tents were erected by the
Laurentian University Students'
Association (LUSO) to accommodate homeless students and to
make all students on the campus
aware that there is a housing problem. The purpose of the tents is to
protest the building freeze placed
on all universities by the Davis
government and hopefully to seek a
more modem type of residence accommodation.
"The residences on campus now

Out of town students are facing
problems trying to find housing in
the city. One family with a
9-year-old child had to spend a
month camping out until they found
a place to live. Campus security
guards tell of finding students
sleeping in their cars because they
had nowhere else to stay.
Returning students are also finding sharp rent increases in the city.
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44 King St. S. Waterloo, Ontario
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Apartments that rented for $115
last year now cost $150.
While there is a long waiting list
for students who want apartments
the rooming situation isn't too bad.
Housing officials at the campus say
that publicity surrounding the erection of the tents has made many
people in the town open their doors
to student roomers. There are
about 100 rooms for boarders available in the town.
Some students have also come to
Lakehead thinking they had residence space only to find that the
residence had never heard of them.
"It's bad enough coming to
university faced with the prospect
of .apartment hunting," comml:mted Elliot, "but imagine arriving thinking you have a place to live
when you actually don't."

are dorm style," said Jan Elliot,
LUSO president. "If we can succeed in having additional residences constructed they should be
small apartment-like units with
cooking facilities included. It is important for students to realize just
how the Conservative government's policy is affecting us."

Mcintosh · JBL · Revox · Sony· Nikko· Koss · Sennheiser · RSC
TDK · Goodman · Dual · Lenco · Hitachi · Altec · EV · Fuji ·
Superex Thorens · AR ·Avid· BASF ·Ohm· Superscope
and much much more
Best prices in town
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Louis Capson:
Making a dent in

~anadian

cultu

'

_by W. David Porter and Patricia Bush
Louis Capson is this year's Artistic Director for
the Wilfrid Laurier Player's Guild. He is a man of
many talents ... actor, director, writer, critic, lecturer and university instructor. Capson received
his Bachelor of Arts from the University of Victoria
and his Masters of Fine Arts from Yale University
(1969). Since graduation he has been instructor at
both Ryerson Polytechnical Institute and York
University and guest lecturer at Georgian College, Barrie, Ontario.
He has directed twenty-six plays, written
twenty as well as five film scripts. For the last 5
years he has been artistic director for CREATION
2 a non-profit theatre ensemble based in Toronto.
Some of these productions have been performed
in the National Arts Centre (Ottawa) St. Lawrence
Centre (Toronto) and performed during the
British Columbia Centennial celebration in 1971.
The quality of Capson's work cannot be questioned. It is versatile, humorous, and intellectually stimulating. In the words of Don Rubins of
C.B.C. Radio "Capson, who has pretensions toward becoming the new Brecht and the new Beckett, has the talent and the nerve to make a cultural dent in this country. " This interview of October 8, 1974 deals with Louis and his views concerning the role of theatre in the Wilfrid Laurier
University community.
Have you talked about your objectives?
Capson-No, I have none. Actually, you know what I
want to do? I want people in that group just to have a
moment of knowing that the theatre is greater than
their own self expression and that it is an act of love
toward an audience, that's all. .. .that they know that.
There are some kids in that group that could become
actors today and go into the theatre already ... I know
that. Tonight I was noting that twelve to fifteen of
those kids could go into theatre because certain
things inside them were opening up. If the theatre
were more kind, in the sense that it wasn't such a
vicious animal in the professional world more of them
could do it.
Why should the football team be the only group
that goes and plays at other places? Why can't this
player's guild go the National Arts Centre, for
heavens sake? Why can't it be good enough to go
anywhere? Because acting is only about people, it's
not about holding art inside a group of professionals
who have ego problems. It's more than that.
But that's how its been for the last few years. It
has been an ego-centred group, they acted for
themselves.
Capson-Well, it's going to be different this time,
because it's amazing . . . .there's something coming
together here. Is that because you're here or because a resource has been tapped through these workshops?
Capson-1 don't know, that's not a fair question.
That's something we'll never know until the end of
time . It involves how we fit together with one another
and what we are doing until its all over .. .it's not
something that we can grasp right now, and I'm glad
we can 't. I'm glad we don't know everything about the
whys and wherefores of how we got together and any
sense that comes out of us.
Right now someone can be on the outside watching all this happening, watching it grow into
something. Perhaps that is more important than
experiencing it first hand.
Capson-Right, because what the player's guild
needs is not that everyone be in the player's guild,
but that the players have a community to serve. A
place where it can give unconditionally.
And that's our function, as the audience.
Capson-Yes. That's what happened to player's
guild last year, it didn't serv€ this community. It didn't
encourage people to take theatre seriously. Probably, because it was ingrown. Already I've noticed in
these workshops that people are learning things
about theatre and about themselves ... and that the
workshops aren 't primarily therapeutic. Its not like
the group dynamic session.
But that does happen?
Capson-There is dynamics in a group, therefore

there is group-dynamics. People do open up, but this
isn't the focus. In most situations when a play is put
together, you get a script, you have auditions, you
get a part, you rehearse scenes and develop a
character. I don't believe in the character. I don't
believe actors become characters. I don't believe
you're anything other than yourself on stage. You ·
don, or put on, or play with aspects of your person
that become heightened or exaggerated and that
becomes your character. You do this by playing
through the script or the music of a writer .... the violinist never becomes the violin. In that sense the
· actor never becomes the character, or shouldn't, if
he's a good actor. His job is to allow the audience to
experience the character or letting the character be
so well crafted and finally developed enough so that
the audience has the experience and believes in the
character and not the actor. The actor's job isn't to
have the experience, its the audience that's to be
given that experience not the actor. The actor may
not feel it, and he may not have any response to it, he
may only be concerned with technique ; that's fine.
For instance in the Kabuki Theatre, an actor will

stand in front of a mirror for an hour or an hour and a
half while he is putting on his makeup and he'll just
look at himself fall in character and he 'lllet that image
that he has become, eventually effect him. Than he'll
conform to the technique of that particular character
because he accepts the mask. He isn't trying to
express himself. In that situation, a person going into
that theatre would train for eight years, usually because his father was b~fore him. He would learn a
couple hundred plays and maybe by the time he was
fifty and had become a lead actor in the company he
might have the chance to change a gesture. Instead
of moving his hand straight out, he might move to the
side. There is this tremendous respect for the craft
and technique and the form. We have no such parallel in North America and/or the West. So what I'm
trying to do is presume a play is something other than
an actor getting off on a character, it's really a ritual,
its a rite of coming together.
Children play a game like " loop the loo" and they
play this game not because its conflict oriented or
because they're going to release some sort of conflict and then feel good, or because they want to
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The process of the play?
Capson-Not particularly, but playing itself . . .the
process of playing is the discussion about it, ie. let us
look at the process of these people playing, it is
different from a group of people set free to play.
But don't you agree it's hard for people to play?
Capson-Yeah, because one does, and one is,
and because you do who you are and you behave
a-nd you act out of your experience there is an actor in
every one of us ... now if you want to define actors as
those people who have gigantic voices with posing
bodies, then you can produce some Greek tragedy. If
you want them to be sort of foppish and wear gold
brocade with sharp continental voices and English
accents then you can have Stratford. If you want
them to mood or mumble or say cliches and put them
in intimate surroundings, then you are on soap
operas on television . But is any one of them greater
or lesser as an actor? He's known for his act in the
context that he does it and how wbll he does it in that
context we set up.
Is a good actor then, one that can move from
medium to medium?
Capson-Yes, but that doesn't mean because h&s
a good actor in this situation and not in another that
he should be disqualified. Therefore I'm saying, that
we are twenty-five to thirty people in this university
working together to produce a theatre for this community and these people in this city, and its not trying
to do so for somewhere else. Like Toronto. Its not
about to produce so it adheres to, relates to or relies
to a model of the big city. That's not what it's about.
Because this community has its own lifestyle, own
life, and its own people and its disconnected frorn
that, the only thing that holds it together is a thin thread
called a highway or trainline . But those are
only threads and they can be cut off simply by not
using them.
Then you see Kitchener-Waterloo as an isolated
pocket of activity?Capson-Well , that's whats
happening. When I was working in Dawson Creek
last summer, I saw a Shopper's Drug Mart, in Daw-

son Creek, its kind of comfortable to go from city to
city in Canada and always find your Safeway or
Shopper's Drug Marts. You don 't have to deal with
the people of that particular community, because
you've got these ke'y places that you know about,
and you know how to operate. Well I have a friend
there who is a c!.octor in a clinic and he asked a

patient if they were in need of drugs, you know, what
store would you like your prescription filled at, apparently they'll say Shopper's Drug Mart. That's even for
people who live there.
That could be just economical.
Capson-No, well there's more than that. In a town,
lets say that there was a drug store run by one person
now that drug store doesn't operate because there is
a drug store that comes from Toronto or Vancouver,
in other words it expands the importance in that
particular place.
Perhaps it makes them feel a part of that country.
Capson-Where's the diversity? See, we're in a
university, a university supposed to be a diversity,
can we get those two things together. Can there be
real diversity in university? Do university minds
create this kind of washing of a common standard in
our society? Are the problems that we are experiencing in North America related to the fact that people in
their formative years come to this place and end up in
a homogenious community where people dress, act,
feel almost respond the same way submerging their
own persons for the sake of the flow of the university,
then they go out and do likewise for the rest of their
lives and make blandsville out of this beautifu
country ... by having a Shoppers Drug Mart in every
town . Why can't Kitchener-Waterloo have its identity,
because we're in this geographical setting, these
people working together with this city as our centre,
our life and forget about everywhere else, in the
sense of trying to live there too. Its like the television
turning on in the evening, invariably the national
news is more important than the local news .... But
the local news is something that you can be involved
in and do something about or live with . The national
is totally out of your hands in most cases. Its about
being a king with no territory or a monarch of an
imaginary land.
But isn't that what television is all about .. even
the news?
Capson-Can you see what I'm saying, and the
danger in that.
Oh sure, there's danger in that, but people will do
that.
Capson-We 've got to stop saying that people will
do that. Its wrong, its evil, its sick. I'm saying that if the
25-30 people in the Players Guild work together to
the point where we discover not our dependency but
our need for one another because we support
one another and give to one another, then maybe
there won't be so much need for the SAC building,
T.V.Iounge, or filler in life, cause our life will be filled .
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George Carlin: Interview and Review
by John Carpenter
On Tuesday October .the 8th a
number of us assembled in the Athletic Complex to listen to a famous
funny-man, Mr. George Carlin, and
in spite of what others may say to
the contrary he was very funny. He
must have been funny, all of us,
even those who couldn't find him
humourous, were laughing.
The show opened with two gentlemen from Massachusetts who
Carlin introduced as Travis Shook
and the Club Wow. They mounted
the stage dressed in a rather peculiar fashion; somewhere between a
zoot-suit and the men's locker
room at the YMCA. Usually an
opening act is rather boring and
completely over-shawdowed by
anticipation for the star performer.
However they bore up rather well
under the strain and were accepted
by the audience almost immediately. Their repetoire included a song introduced as one
with very heavy lyrical content.
This ended up as "La, Ia, Ia,
Ia ..... All right" followed by a second verse of "Do, do, do, ..... AII
right."
None of us really knew what to
expect from this pair but they made
it obvious through the use of constant parodies. One of them came
across as a rather happy-go-lucky
fellow and the other as a deep,
dark, gloomy person bordering on
insanity. One cut-up on Neil Young
was hilarious with grunts, groans
and moans included and another
song of rather important lyrical
content ended up with a pet rock as
its subject.
We sat in uncomfortable anticipation and waited for Carlin on a
floor that's only slightly harder
than the rows of bleachers flanking
us on either side. The lights dimmed and on he walked, looking a lot
older than I had been led to expect.
We seemed to feel comfortable
right away and after he got a beer,
fooled around and did a family play
with the numerous mikes on stage,
he got down to the standard
routines. These involved: the famous swallow (which wouldn't work
with beer), along with various other
noises, his ·old thing about TV's
seven dirty words (which has been
re-revised, again) and a hilarious
dialogue with God.
According to Carlin, he writes all
of his own material. Consequently,
I am absolutely amazed by how ob-

W:o 1/ie ...
This space is reserved for information on future events relevant to

photo by Klassen

Carlin in conversation with God.

servant he is. He can take our
stupid little fears and habits and
show them to us as if we never
knew they existed and he forces us
to look at ourselves and admit the
stupidity of a lot of our motives.
His comedy is essentially a
dialogue with the audience but
often when inspiration wears thin
he 'II fall back on a lot of this old
material which I am getting a little
sick of. But in the end I have to
report that George Carlin is funny.

to make others observe and ridicule ence along with a pair ofgentlemen
themselves are combined to make known as Travis Shook and the
up Carlin's rathe,...unique style.
('lub Wow. Following this perforHis funny - man career began in mance he appeared in Toronto and
1965 through the use of characters according to reliable sources this
such as: Hippy-dippy weatherman show bombed, with the apparent
AI Sleet, wonderful WINO disc- ' reason being Carlin's inability to
jockey Willie Wise, sportscaster adapt himsel./to new material. FolBill Barfand game show contestant lowing the Laurier show we atCogno/ia Breckenridge. Progres- tempted to get an exclusive studio
sing through the usual channels for interview with him but after this atcomedians he )t1as becoming rather tempt failed we were forced to
successful until one night he was share the facilities with Stu Kemp
fired from a Las Vegas hotel en- from Radio Waterloo. The result
gagement/or using profanity in his follows:
act. This seems to have been KEMP: (Question asked in referCarlin's turning point. He retired ence to Carlin's drug orientated
to rather obscure daytime talk comedy. Response given followed by
shows but re-emerged with a new this question:)
style and changed attitudes toward CORD: Does anybody still pressur.e
his business. Sporting long hair, a you in regard to the drug thing?
beard, jeans, and a tie-dye T-shirt; CARLIN: No, it's just jokes you
he began to work with peoples' at- know and they may mean sometitudes and hang ups in place of his thing else to some folks or to me or
past material. He pulled np to you on other occasions but it's
punches and approached society not important enough to anybody.
It's not very daring or revolutiowith a refreshingly open and expnary.
licit style.
In the summer of 1972 he was
CORD: Not anymore.
CARLIN: Especially the form I do.
arrested, in Milwaukee and
My form is for the most part gentle,
charged with disorderly conduct
and profanity; but this only seemed fun, and soft. It's not accusatory.
to heighten the progress of his
KEMP: I was wondering if you had
career. With the release of three
heard of a group called Monty
Python?
record albums he came into the
CARLIN: Ya .... I don't try and
public eye and frequent appearlisten to too much comedy because
ances on TV shows hosted by the
likes of Johnny Carson, Flip Wilit all kinda goes into your subconscious and you start drawing on it. I
son, and Dick Cavett promoted his
cause even further.
like to just kinda shuttle around and
On October 9th George Carlin
at least I know that there's no coincidence.
appeared here at WLU and played
KEMP: I couldn't help but think
successfully to a fairly large audi-

Interview
by John Carpenter
George Carlin was born in an
area of New York City which he
likes to refer to as "White Harlem". Here lie the major roots for
his comedy: the childhood experiences and human idiosyncracies
common to each and everyone of
us; which he has observed as a
child and catalogued for future
use. He was a member of an Irish
Roman Catholic family, another
fact which was to influence him
later on in life. All of these examples plus the man's amazing ability

the WLU campus. Submissions are
invited and can be left in the "To
Be" mailbox in the Board of Publications office before 10 a.m. Tuesday.
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Thurs. Oct. 24th
-Concert with Bruce Cockburn at
U of W. Admission is $4.
Fri. Oct. 25th
-"Waterloo County, A Closer
Look", lecture on life of Homer
Watson, Waterloo County Artist, 8
p.m., lEI, $10 for the entire six lecture series, $2 per lecture.
-Concert with Nazareth at WLU,
$4.50 admission.
-OUAA Hockey-WLU vs.
Waterloo. Waterloo Arena 8 p.m.
admission is $1.
Sunday Oct. 27th
-Jazz Concert-Doug Wicker
Jazz Group at the Auditorium in the
Kitchener Public Library. Admission is free.

to
9:00

-Meeting of Opera Club; guest is
Elizabeth Strauss, internationally
known soprano. 8 p.m. Story
Room, Kitchener Public Library.
-Concert by "The Mttsic Group
of London." 8 p.m., Room 3Cl5.
Admission free.
Tues. Oct. 29th
-SAC films-"Lady Sings the
Blues" starring Diana Ross. "Patton" starring George C. Scott.
Showing twice at 7:30p.m. and at
10 p.m. in room lEI.
-Old Film Night, Count of Monte
Cristo, 7:30p.m. Kitchener Public
Library, Admission free.
Wed. Oct. 30
-LCF Supper, 6 p.m., Willison
Lounge

Mon. Oct. 28th
-Meeting of Jazz Club. Discus- -LCF Meeting, 6:45 p.m., Can a
sion of Psychology of Jazz. Story God of Love and Mercy Be JealRoom, Kitchener Public Library. 8 ous? Speaker: John Franklin
(OBC). All welcome.
p.m.
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r endures constant
y, bellowing and
harpooned whale
a whaling boat
1ceberg. The frothe Baffin Bay area
o be rescued by Esperish. One suspects
preparing to termilmposed obligaIC detente with
pay10g dividends.
photographer Doughe scene to come.
to the belly of a
an extends to the

viewer an offer of affinity with the
frozen land. One actually does not
feel cold (as often happens with
films about the Arctic) but rather
feels he can survive. It is testimony
that acquits Nature as a villain, and
peijures civilized convention. Yet
this is not a "heavy statement"
rriovie.
·
Twelve years with the Baffin Bay
Eskimos has given co-scientist
James Houston an intimate knowledge of the behaviour, rituals and
' social interaction of these extremely
likable people. The film is indeed a
chronicle of their ways, the difference being an acceptance of three
outsiders into their tribe.

What makes the movie watchable
is an almost conspiratorial permission to view what is nearly exclusively an inside operation. The inside of an igloo does strange things - by Garth Webb
to one's awareness. This generous
Imagine sitting down to write an
admission more than compensates article on jazz. Who listens to jazz?
for the movie's basic flaws, the key
I do. How many University stuone being character development.
dents sit around and rap into the
The photography by Chapman night about Bird and Diz and modsomehow gives a beauty to an Arc- els and free jazz, cool and bop? The
tic that is generally considered an number of times I have gone to pariceberg repository. The changing ties where people mingle, dancing
seasons and unrelenting conclusion to the music of David Bowie, Alice
refuse to be categorised by moronic Cooper, getting into Sly. People
metaphors. With Henry Mancini's rapping about the Beatles and the
appropriate and extremely careful war and I'm taking it all in, standing
score, one is given the distinct im- in a corner, toking some bad weed
pression that this movie could be
and rapping with some wild eyed
done without any ouside help. What guy, the only other jazz disciple
it means, in other words, is that the there, about how Coltrane's music
Eskimos are really dynamite actors.
came out of a mere bebop tradition,
where you set up something and
continually improvise over that.
I'm getting into it now,just the two
of us, and the rap gets to just how
latter is the best cut on the album. much of an influence did the classiThis is the best song the Guess cal thing have on musicians like
Who have ever done, because no Miles and Coltrane?
After listening to music for many
one other than Cummings, his
piano, and a symphony back- years I had come to a complete
ground appear in it. The lyrics are standstill. After the Cream, Henunusually good, and the blues bal- drix, Vanilla Fudge, what was
lad style becomes very moving.
being offered in the realm of inThe point of all this is to em- novative rock? Nothing. Somehow
phasize that Burton Cummings is a I found that I was not at all intrigreat musician and it is really gued or impressed with bi-sexual
beyond me why he sticks with a bubble gum and found it impossible
bunch of "no-talents" like the to jump on the glitter bandwagon
Guess Who. The things they can't with David Bowie and the boys. As
do out-number any glimmer of for vaudeville acts, the Victory
creativity. Their bad guitar breaks Theatre in Toronto offers a much
are amateurish, and boring, their more entertaining show without
lyrics are meaningless and cliche
having to hide behind the disguise of
ridden and their whole style comes
making music like the likes of Alice
off like a bunch of sleazy fifties imCooper
and such bands. Is the audiitators practising in a garage.
This is the best effort by the ence of today that lazy that they are
Guess Who, but that certainly isn't unable to work at music appreciasaying much; after all you couldn't tion? But how do you get an audiget much lower than their previous ence thats been trained to expect
stuff. It is very apparent that Bur- top hits; the same eight-bar guitar
ton Cummings would be better off riff. I would have thought artists like
if he left this group of misfits and Aretha Franklin, Hendrix and the
struck out as a solo artist.
Beatles had managed to ex~

A Note on Jazz

Who cares?

a crutch?
Yeah a crutch. but I
easy just to go aflcr
, it:S just too ea
le who need it for
months or a year
mpire until they real
they can back aw
been ritualized an
somewhat made t
away.
you wouldn't consider
be a religious person

but in the scno;e that
sense of awe and I
I have that.
thank Jack Steum·
with this pro-
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the remainder of
the musical misfits
11te of my disdain for
I still felt it necessome Canadian
: after all the
so it's got to be
o here we go with
Guess Who's exer• entitled Road
,It's kind of hard to
good about this
admit, that after
I&.Jt~ ••• ;"". I was rather
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pleasantly surprised by one thing,
namely Burton Cummings. He
seems to be the one with any talent
in this collection, with his strong,
dynamic voice and his pounding
piano, reminiscent of Jerry Lee
Lewis.
The opening cut on the record is
one which you have certainly heard
if you've ever tuned into an AM
station, and overlooking the fact
that I've heard it at least fortyseven times, it's not really half bad,
when Cummings pounds the piano
and wails away with the best of
them.
"Clap for the Wolfman" is
another AM special, about that
screaming idiot who has received
all together too much exposure
lately. The only salvation here is
that the cut is catchy and happy,
but it's gotten far more air time than
it will ever deserve. "Pieasin' for
Reason", "Don't you want Me".
"One Way Road to Hell" and
"Ballad of the Last Five Years"
are all fair to mediocre songs. They
are all done by Cummings and the

plode commercial limitations.
Look what the Beatles did after
they had the world in their hands;
no more "I want to hold your
hand", just soltd material like
Sergeant Pepper, and when there
was definitive thought they said,
"We're gonna move this stuff up a
notch." What happened?
Where have other good bands
moved in their quest to rise a notch,
like Buddy Miles, Santana,
McLaughlin and Herbie Mann?
They have moved into jazz never to
be heard of again. Why is this?
When you go to see jazz you go to
see the trip, to see the process, to
hear what that particular band or
player is talking about. The point
is, does the music take the listener
someplace where they HAVE
NOT BEEN? Now I ask you, why
is there virtually no jazz interest on
our campus? When you are in college you are supposed to be absorbing everything. Thats what the college audience is supposed to be.
This article was strictly meant to
be introductory and the write-up in
the following editions of the Cord
will contain many other excellent
reviews of jazz albums and the ar~
tists. So, for all your hard-core
Thursday night pubbers, may the
Dozy Brothers and nostalgia die at
the-juke box.
Also for those intending to sit in
on the Bruce Cockburn concert,
you might be in for a pleasant surprise if you realize that an artist
must progress and his first responsibility is to himself. So don't expect
old Cockburn standards but get
into his chords, rhythms, melody
and colour.
If I missed offending anybody in
this article take your complaints to
John Carpenter in the Cord office
and he will direct you to the closest
blue-grass concert:

, Air for Soprano
as one encore, what
most a trademark of
Brass, the Little
minor. A Kanon by
a Renaissance Suite

was included in addition to several
contemporary works. These were,
"Music for Brass in Instruments"
by lngolf Cahl and Nomadic V by
Eldon Rathburn.
The Hamilton based ensemble is
comprised of: Ronald Ronn and
Fred Mills on trumpet; Eugene
Watts on trombone, Graeme Page
on french horn and Charles Daellenbach on tuba. They are justifiably noted for their impeccable timing and exact tuning. The audience
of about 1000 received two encores. It is good to see such a large
turnout for an excellent Community Concert Series event.
Perhaps the musical highlight of
Oktoberfest was the appearance of
the Polish National Radio Orchestra at the U. of W. Physical
Activities Building on October 16.
The program opened with the
second of Richard Strauss's tone
poems, "Don Juan." This performance under Jerzy Maksymiuk
was inspired.He blended the forces
under his control and -even,.made
use of the building's rather bad accoustics. The audience of just
under 2,000 responded warmly .
The cello concerto in B minor by
Dvorak featured Roman Jablonski
as solist. Unfortunately... Mr. Jablonski did not warm up to the occasion until well into the second
movement. The first movement
was marred on several occasions
by bad pitch on the part of the soloist. The orchestra also had problems coping with the acoustics. At
times they overpowered the cellist.
Internal balance from where I sat

was also an occasional problem.
The second half consisted of the
Symphony in E minor by Ignace
Paderewski. The program notes
tell us that the symphony which
was performed in three movements
also contained a fourth. It is indeed
fortunate that this scherzo was not
completed as it would have added
immensely to the length of this already too long work .
The symphony contains the borrowed styles of Strauss, particularily in the first movement, and other
composers of the Nco-Romantic
school in the other movements . It is
for pieces such as this that
Paderewski will long be remembered as a pianist and a great
statesman. His music does not The Polish National Radio Orchestra
match his achievements as first
premier of Poland. The orchestra ments, including krummhorns, whole, it seems Prof. Martens is
responded to the audience's usual Kortholt and recorders. The en- more comfortable with the familiar
standing ovation by playing an ex- ·semble is directed by Reg Friesen German lieder than the Britten
cerpt from the "Classical Sym- with the costumed dancers under songs. The Winter Words certainly
the guidance of Jill Officer.
needs more performances to gain
phony" by Prokofiev.
Three song cycles were pre- exposure. Both soloist and accomThis past Sunday saw concerts
by Music Four and Victor Martens:
sented by Professor Victor Mar- panist are to be commended for
"Just for the fun of it" was a prog- tens in room 3C15 for the WLU their excellent work.
Another concert will be preramme presented by "Music music scholarship fund. AccomFour" the opening of an exhibit by panied by Dr. Walter Kemp, he sented in 3C 15 on Monday October
Becky Burke. They performed sang the Liederkreis of Schumann, 28 at 8:00p.m. The Music Group of
music dances from the thirteenth Winter Words Op. 52 by Britten London (England) will play trios by
century to the present day. Particu- and Lieder Op. 32 by Brahms. De- Ravel, Dvorak and a new trio by
Iarily delightful was the "Divers spite the cold room causing some Alex Gachr.
Variations on a Subaquatic Theme voice problems, Prof. Martens
The Kitchener Bach Choir will
for Flute and Guitar." (sic) It was gave a superb concert of three dif- sing motets, guest soloist for the
written and performed by Ron ficult works. Lieder, a form of art evening is Jan Overduin as orsong, is to vocalists what chamber ganist, winner of the St. Albans fesRead based on "Yellow Submarine." Pauline did a fine job as music is to instrumentalists.
tival. This concert is to be held at
flautist.
'
I felt that the "Die Stille" and St. Mary's RC church in KitchMusic Four specializes in en- "Zweilicht" by Schumann particu- ener, Friday, November I at 8:30
semble work for original instru- larly suited his voice. On the pm. Admission will be charged.

Trivia
Open Daily llam
Closes Sun. Mon. mid.
Tues.-Thur. 2am
Weekends 3am

4 Locations
Lincoln 884-2050
Highland 745-1184
Courtland 576-8120
Foresthill 579-5080

8114-2050 '
Call ahead and we'll have it ready in 10
min . or we deliver.

Clip out this heart and get a
free Coke and 10 per cent off
your pizza when you pick it
up. This offer good at Glenridge outlet only. Seating
provided.
Coupon expires Oct. 30,
1974.

1+1
THE ALL CANADIAN PIZZA

IF YOU'VE BEEN HEARING
THAT ALOT OF GOOD PEOPLE
HAVE JOINED THE
ONTARIO PUBLIC SERVICE ...
YOU'VE BEEN HEARING RIGHT!
And good people
are required for these jobs:
*Administrative Trainees *Agriculture
Specialists *Auditor Trainees *Biologists
*Computer Systems Specialists
*Co-rrectional Officers *Economists
*Engineers (Civil) *Environ')'lental Officers
(Engineering) *Foresters *Social
Workers *Systems Development Officers
See your placement office for your
copy of "Careers With the Ontario
Public Service".

321

Here we are, back again to the
grind after a much-needed Thanksgiving break. Before I get into this
week's lesson, I'd like to extend
congratulations. Some of you people must really be doing your
homework! I've seen some classrooms where the entire class is sitting atthe front of the room, trying
to look alert. Not only that, but
some people have even gotten
ahead of me, already practising the
lesson I offer today. For those of
you who haven't caught up to them
yet, here it is.
Lesson Four
Immediately after the class ends,
rush up to the desk to engage the
prof in some enlightened conversation. This practice is usually successful only with disorganized
profs, and I'll explain why.
First, there are two kinds of organized profs. The first is like the
students; he has all his books
packed and ready to go five minutes before the class ends. He
usually ducks out the door before
anyone can scramble out of his seat
to catch him. Let him go. He's in
too much of a hurry to want to intellectualize.
The other kind of organized prof
knows exactly what he wants from
his class, and when he wants it. As
far as he's concerned, if you have
anything intelligent to say, it should
be shared in class so that your fellows can be enlightened. Forget
him also, as you will get better
marks if you bring the matter up
during the class period.
This brings us _to the disorganized prof, the object of this lesson. He's the one who packs his
books after the class ends. Get him,
for he can't escape. Furthermore,
he will be flattered that you chose
him, and took the time to share
your insight with him. If you can _
make it a habit, you've got a gold
mine.
Next week, a different afterclass practice which may suit you
better. Euchre!

Weber

Wloo.
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SALES

SERVICE
of musical instruments

We have 3 different
AR P SYNTHESISERS
in stock now!
Budget
terms
available
ARP Instruments Inc

IBM?

On Campus Interview Dates:

JANUARY 14
*For most of these jobs, applications must
be submitted to your placement office
by DECEMBER 4, 1974.
For a preview of what the Ontario
Public Service is all about, plan to attend
an Information Session.
Date:
Time:
Place:

November 4
6.00 p.m.
Arts Bldg. Room 2ES

Ontario

Ontario
Public Service

Let's talk
about it
IBM Canada Ltd. needs
people to work in an environment that's always interesting,
and often demanding, but
never dull.
We need technicallyoriented people and peopleoriented people. We need
thinkers and we need doers.
Interviews on Nov. 20
Jan. 21

Our recruiters will be
coming to campus soon, to
talk with people who think that
they could have a future with
IBM. If you would like to set up
a meeting, tell your college
Placement Office, and at the
same time give them a copy of
your personal resume. Then
let's talk about it.

IBM'
18MC:mdaU1
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sa hell of a lot about sports that I don't seem to
Two weeks ago, on Thanksgiving weekend, the
came to town and beat the Golden Hawks
speak1ng, our guys all had an off day and it showed
Its .
......,,.,m,.,s of the game? Oh, just talk around the school
try. maybe next season. I could not believe that
people at WLU who thought that because the
llalllllostthe1rfirst regular season game in over a year, that
Mwaslost for the season. Even some newspaper reports
formidable Hawk running game had been conand that our demise was imminent. Above all the
happened to be one major body at the school who
on the team. The team itself.
11 1s disheartening when your undefeated record is
Hawks were, but to the man they rebounded in
The week after the Western loss, they came
ready to prove to anyone that they were number
reports it was the best week of practice that the
all season. Did they just forget about the Western
cllance. Tuesday night at the movies, a triple feature
game films, game films, and more game films. As
wenlon the guys got more and more psyched up for the
Saturday against York. Final result on game day, WLU

5.
tremendous win for the Hawks. So what happens
and his brother criticizes our team for running up
week they are laughing because we 're all washed
next week we're the big bad bullies who never let
win. After all, isn't it bad for the league?
damn right it is bad for the league. But it is no less than
to point the finger of accusation in our direction
score." Coach Knight was not responsible for
to 90-15. He was not the one who decided that
should dress only 34 players for each game.
of the third quarter on, he substituted freely with
he is allowed to dress, and you can't very fairly
to go out on the field and play parchesi.
not responsible for running the count to 90-15.
thirty Hawks points, he was on the sidelines counting
plates on the Conestoga Parkway.
not responsible for running the count to 90-15.
a punt return through an entire team, what is he
to do, lie down at midfield and wait for everyone to
I think he deserves more yardage than he got.
was not responsible for running the count to
a two game absence he came back full power to
t?uchdowns and rush for over two hundred yards. Are
him to tumble down on each carry when he
off the Yeomen tacklers like lint off a dark suit?
Hawk coaches are not to blame for the farce, and
Hawk players are not to blame, just who is?
Nobby Wirkowski was responsible for running the
. Poor Nobby is at a great disadvantage at York
I has a limited enrollment of only 10,000 peetimes the size of our campus. However, Nobby
time attracting athletes to his school because, in the
high school friend, York does not like to partake in
~l ..rruitinn practices". After his attack on our school in
on national T.V., I cannot see how Wirkowski
the effrontery to consider anything as "unethical."
1n Toronto is only minutes down the road from the
and they have excellent athletic facilities. So
to be the problem attracting talent? I am presuming it
because of York's recruiting program, or the lack
~llntnnlvcan they not draw quality football personnel from
in T.O., but this year they also have a
those they do get.
Wirkowski, you are responsible for fielding a team
basement of a mediocre high school
'•~·.,rnnunate that the Hawks had to come up against a
the Doodletown Pipers last Saturpay. By the end
no one on York was interested in going on the field,
make a tackle. I must however congratulate quarterVerge and Doug Kitts and wide receiver Bill Hatanaka
detenmination to go full out for the entire 60
teammates and coaching staff could learn a great
)IJUr gutsy display, all-star calibre despite the score.
lean remember, York has been made out to be the
University of Toronto, surviving only with castoffs
stronger school. It is about time the media and radio
playing up the Yeomen as a poor orphan who
or pitied.
director Wirkowski cannot improve on the York
might be well advised to go out and find a coach
of transforming this laughing stock into some
of a uni~ersity football team . If he can't do either, I
suggest sadly that he remove varsity football from
at his school.
Hawks for giving your best and for proving to
are chomping at the bit to get to Co.llege Bowl
is one part of sports that I can easily understand.
0
"' ' "

soon, to
think that
future with
like to set up
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, and at the
em a copy of
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by Rick Campbell

Complex Corner
Bunching it up.
--The touch football league
ended its regular season last week
with the Senior business boys winning the league championship, victorious in six of their seven outings.
The Willison Hall Bulldogs finished
second and Arts Ill, Bus II Bushwackers and Arts II Golden Mules
tied for third with 4-3 records. The
top six teams make the playoffs,
which started last Monday night. In
the only game played, there was a
mild upset as the sixth place Arts II
Bills shut out the Arts Ill team 18-0.
More play-off games were
scheduled for this week. The
Senior Business boys also picked
up 25 points in the intramural standings for their finish, and more
points will be given out in the
playoffs.
--Howard Armitage remains unbeaten on top of the squash ladder
tournament. There are also six or
seven individuals who have signed
up but who have neglected to leave
their phone numbers. This must be
done immediately if you wish to
compete in the tournament.
--Probably one of the biggest
events of the season on the intramural calendar is ice hockey
which got underway yesterday and
today at McCormack arena. There
are eight teams in the league and
games are play_e d every Wednesday
afternoon and Thursday morning.
In next weeks games, Wednesday
1:30 pm sees teams 8-6; 2:30 pm
teams 2-5, 3:30pm teams 3-4 and on
Thursday morning at 9:30am teams
1-7. Teams are advised that as the
case was last year, each team will
get tee-shirts at a cost of $2.00 per
person. It is imperative that the

$2.00 be paid this week coming up if
an individual wishes to get a shirt.
All ice time is free for the year so
surely it is not too much to ask that
the money for the shirts be paid this
week. There is also a need for referees, anyone interested is asked to
contact Gary Jeffries down at the
Complex.
--Pleasure skating commenced
last Tuesday at Waterloo Arena and
will continue every Tuesday from
1:30-3:00 pm, same place.
--As far as deadlines are concerned, the co-oed bowling cutoff
date is November 1, and the event
will be held every Sunday from 7-9
pm, starting on November 10.
--The deadline for the MiniOlympics is tomorrow and the show
will go on Wednesday October 30
from 8-10 pm. Included on the card
are a faculty-student basketball
game, watermelon waterpolo, a ,
co-ed panty-hose race apd an inner
tube race. Any interested in playing
for the student basketball team is
asked to contact Mike Strong at
884-1360.
--The deadline for one-on-one
basket\Jall is November 4 and we're
all sure Irv Sternbeyg will be back to
defend his bottle of Vitalis.
--The tennis tournament deadline is October 28 and the tourney
will be held at the Complex in the
gym.
--Women's badminton (yeh, I
succumbed to M.G.'s threats) will
take the format of a one day affair.
The entry deadline is November 4
and the birds will be flying on Wednesday afternoon, November 13.
--Anyone interested in forming a
ski club with visits to Chicopee and
possible monthly jaunts to places

like Blue Mountain is asked to contact Gary Jeffries at the Complex or
Rob Dickison in Galt at 621-4857.
--Coach Warren Sutton has chosen the women's basketball team
which opens its exhibition season
tonight in Toronto against York.
The Guelph Invitational Tournament is coming up on November 8
and 9 and the team opens its season
at Waterloo on November 12.
Members of the team are Cheri
Bethune, Mary Esau, Linda Grant,
Janice Johnston, Flo Labine, Phyllis Leith, Brenda Riddell, Lorraine
Toma, and Janice Wilson~ The
senior manager is Sharon Smith and
the junior manager is Lorna Eadie.
--Women's volleyball is also underway and the team is scheduled to
begin play on October 28 at Guelph.
--Modern and Ballroom dance
classes are beginning on Wednesday November 6 at 7:00 pm. Anyone at all interested in this unique
program is urged to come down to
the Complex and sign up. The
course is designed to cover all the
fundamentals so do not worry if you
have no previous experience.
--Another women's varsity sport
will be starting on Sunday
November 3 from ·9-ll am. The varsity curling team will be starting
under the direction and expert guidance of coach Mrs. Ruth Cruise.
Mrs. Cruise is presently affiliated
with the Granite Club, has curled for
many years herself and also has
previous coaching experience. All
interested girls who wish to try out
for the Varsity Curling team this
year are asked to come out fo-r the
organizational meeting at 6:30 pm
Wednesday October 30 in .the
classroom of the Complex.

Intramural Hockey Teams
1. DOLPillNS

2. BUS II

T. Dewey
G. Duffy
J. Wintermeyer
R. Thompson (G)
S. Tippin
G. Hicks
J. Marks
B. Land
J. Bowen
R. Gerson
J. Publow
G. Christie
G. Dix
J. Bettke
B. Lucas
K. Elliot

J. Kelley
J. Beernink
M. Carson
R. Evans
L. Frejlich
D. Good
B. Keddy
R. MacDonald
B. Newton
R. Vidovitsch
D. Webber
J. Wilson
S. Artindale
T. Dowling
D. Noon

'

.\

3. LITTLE
HOUSE

4. SCREAMING
EAGLES

R. Boyd
M. Robinson
K. Scott
E. Radoslav
D. McQuillan
E. Drury
R. Corsini
A. Marini
K. Crossman
R. Hogeveen
D. O'Leary
M. Fletcher (G)
W. Gibson
P. Melnyk
E. Foerter

M. Sillberg
G. Fleming
R. Campbell (G)
D. Griskowich
T. Hanson
J. Hayes
B. Spinney
B. Stenning
J. Callahan
J. Walsh
P. Koc
B. Dunbrook
B. Burchart

-

5. TEAM BUSH

RED ROCKETS

7. WILLISON HALL
HURRICANES

8. o.c.
BLAZERS

G. Leach
S. 'Embelton
G. Mueller
T. Litwiller
P. Robinson
W. Wallace
M. Carnegie
M. Heenan
C. Smith
J. Pencak
L. Beattie
A. Kirkpatrick
B. Stevens (G)

G. Hobman (G)
H. Klassen
G. Webb
J. Carpenter
B. Holland
C. ' Anella
B. Walton
C. Miller
J. Ross
G. MacDonald
R. Munnings
C. Johnson
D. Joslin
R. Blair

M. Jones
S. Walters
C. Jefferson
D. Macintosh
D. Mason
M. Myers
F. Cechini
D. Goddard
D. Irons
M. Solecky
J. O'Born (G)
G. Crymbil
D. Thorn
H. Wanless

R. Griffiths
J. Dionne
P. Beckett
B. Blundell
J. Sickle
J. Glaves
R. Etherington
J. Parton
J. Orlicky
E. Dangelis
K. Lewis
K. Pittman
R. Keeso
J. Rimmer

6. SUNNYDALE
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Hawks: Darkness and the Daw
termeyer came in and contributed a
by Rick Campbell
Rumour had it that the Cord 34 yard field goal which gave WLU
Weekly had ceased publication be- a l0-6Iead and Wintermeyer a share
cause our Golden Hawks lost their of the 0 U AA career field goal refirst game on October 12. Obviously cord. Soon after, though, Robinson
the foliner is not true but unfortu- found a hole deep in the Hawk secnately the latter is as WLU dropped ondary, and completed the pass
a 24-22 decision to the Western down to the WLU 28 yard line. Field
Mustangs in the Hawks first ever goal was the name of the game once
loss at Centennial Stadium. The again as their attack stalled and
lo ss lowered our school to second Chris Skopelianos upped his and
place ranking in our conference and Western's total to 9 points. At this
point the Hawk running game comnumber five in the country.
Actually WLU took charge in the pletely sputtered as Western cloggame right off the bat. After West- ged up the outside running by shootem failed on a third down attempt ing their safety up on our lead halfnear midfield, the Hawks used an back. Boiled down, this meant that
assortment of running plays to work Gordie and' the boys got mixed up in
the ball into Western territory. a massive traffic jam which they
Gord Taylor then went to the air to could not seem to get untangled
Mike Warbick for a key first down at from, which caused all sorts of probthe Mustang 19, and several mo- lems.
Later in the quarter Western tied
ments later Mike Weiler crashed
over from the seven to give us a 7-0 the game at ten on a long punt which
went for a single. Right before the
edge.
Western got its first big break end of the half the breaks shifted
several minutes later. They were permanently in Western's favour.
forced to kick from the Hawk side of . From his own 44 yard line Robinson
center into a fairly strong wind. winged another bomber, and the
The short punt was fumbled by a ball was clearly caught bv his reHawk short receiver and Mustangs ceiver; however, Tom Dewey conrecovered with excellent field posi- verged on him almost at the same
tion. However, the Hawk defense time and before they hit the ground
came up tough and all Western it was just as clear that Dewey had
could manage was an 18 yard field the ball. In almost utter contempt,
goal. Later in the quarter Western the official glowered at Dewey and
quarterback Bill Robinson gained a signified that the pass was complete
great deal of c·o mposure, and and it was Western's ball. Moments
methodically employed the aerial later the Mustang first baseman
attack to get his team deep into made a nice one-bounce pick-up out
Hawk territory. Fortunately for of the dirt, the umpire rules comWLU the Mustang receivers were plete, and the Western touchdown
not catching the ball as well as followed right after. Half-time
Robinson was throwing it, and they score, Western 17, Hawks 10.
had to settle for another short field
This was the first time the Hawks
goal which closed the margin to 7-6.
had been down coming out for the
The Hawk offense showed a second half. In previous games they
spark of life at the beginning of the had pulled away in the final two
second quarter as they managed to quarters, and on the second half
work the ball down to the Western kick-off Dan Bovair gave every inthirty yard line. Although they ran dication that this game might be the
out of gas at this point, John Win- ~arne as the rest. The slick speedster

raced down the sidelines I05 yards
for the major to bring us right back
into the game. It was a tremendous
individual effort which was marred
only by the fact that the point after
the touchdown was missed, leaving
Western with 17-16 lead.
Robinson again went to work for
Western, utilizing the air attack to
the same extent that the Hawks remained on the ground. They managed a single on another long punt,
and after the Hawk defense came up
with a nice goal-line stand, we had
the ball on our five, down 18-16.
However, no one was home in the
Hawk offense department and
Taylor wisely gave up a safety to
increase Western's lead to 20-16.
Mustang receivers continued to
find the seams in the Hawk secondary and used this to march down
into Hawk real estate again befo.re
the end of the quarter. Skopelianos
succeeded with another three
pointer when Western failed and the
Mustangs fmished up the third quarter with a converted touchdown
bulge, 23-16.
Another punted single brought
the Stangs to the head of the stretch
with a seemingly comfortable 8
point margin. Except for isolated efforts, the Hawks did not get their
running game "off the ground" and
finally resorted to passing in the
fourth quarter. Late in the game
Taylor threw incomplete on a third
down close-in gamble and that's
how the score would have stayed
were it not for Robinson's unbelievable insistence on filling the air
with footballs. Tom Dewey deflated one of them at the Mustang
28 and several plays later, Rick
Haswell crashed over from the
three to narrow the count to 24-22 .
Naturally Gary Duffy opted for the
two point conversion but his pass
to slotback Wintermeyer went off
the latters fingertips in the end
zone, giving the Mustangs the 2

by Rick Campbell
What can I say? Hawks played
York Saturday . Whomped ' em
good. 90-15. That's right , ninety.
No typesetting error. Ninety . And
before I hefr another whimpering
whimp calling our team big bad bullies, have a peek at the Insight Out
column on the preceding page before reading this column.
York failed to score on their first
series of plays. Hawks didn't. After
strong initial running by Rick Haswell, Chuck McMann rambled 37
yards for our first score. Rob
Etherington, making a determined
bid to win the OUAA scoring
championship for the 16th consecutive season , was on hand for the
two point conversion.
Dave Dix, who substituted admirably for Gary Mueller as kickoff man, intercepted a Doug Kitts
pass moments later at the York 38.
Gord Taylor trotted on and tossed a
37 yard strike to Warren Howe at
the Yeomen one yard line, and Rick
Chalupka had little difficulty
traversing the final 36 inches to increase the count to 15-0.
As if York didn't have enough
worries, Tom Dewey decided to
add to their headaches by starting
off the afternoon with a 39 yard
punt return, showing great motoring and agility. After we bogged
down a bit, John Wintermeyer
came in and set an 0 U AA record
for career field goals, hitting one to
give Hawks an 18-0 spread. CORD
congratulations to John for achieving this recognition after only two
seasons.
York finally got on the
scoreboard, or WLU put them

end . Wintermeyer also jumped in
the passing pool and found Warren
Howe with a thirty yard effort. In
the turnover department, Dix had
an interception, Rich Ott picked up
a fumble, and I settled for a cherry
danish at halftime.

there when Taylor decided to concede a safety near the end of the
quarter. The visiting Toronto team
also was first to hit the scoresheet
in the second quarter on a 65 yard
pass play. Excited the Yeomen so
much they showed up late for the
convert and missed the attempt.
Dix decided to get in on the other
end of the action and returned the
ensuing kick-off to near mid-field.
Only a haifa hotdog later, McMann
tightroped a beautiful32 yard romp
to paydirt to increase the margin to
25-8. York refused to give up and
after a long pass completion they
scored on a quarterback sneak
from the one, making the score a
respectable 25-15, as far as York
was concerned.
Rick Chalupka just hates respectable scores though, and with
some nice running from 39 yards
out made the half-time verdict
32-15. Hawks went into the dressing room at the half with a comfortable lead, but must have been
somewhat perturbed by the
number of points they allowed the
Yeomen to accumulate. The second quarter momentum was
equally as much in York's favour,
and apparently they were not ready
to toss in the two victory points yet.
At least not until they came out of
the dressing room after the half and
headed for the field instead of the
bus back to Toronto.
First half hi-lites for WLU included Winte_r_meyer's recordbreaker, the strong return of Chuck
McMann to the backfield, Taylor's
diversified attack, mixing his plays
well, and defensively speaking, the
stellar work of Rob Etherington at

For the final thirty minutes there
is not much to talk about except
Hawk scoring as that is what predominated. McMann got his hat
trick early in the third quarter on a
six yard stroll, followed an eye flutter later by a five yard trot by Rick
Haswell. No sooner had Wintermeyer complained to the coaches
about having a sore toe from convert kicking than McMann delivered his fourth baby, another tremendous 35 yard effort to up the
count to 53-15.
Once the fourth quarter started,
the Hawks decided to stop kidding
around before the game was lost.
Taylor trampled 40 yards to settle
the issue and then retired to the
sidelines to play catch with Marty
the trainer. Then I was really glad
to see Tom Dewey ignite the afterburners on an 81 yard punt return
for the touchdown. He gave the
Hawks superb field position all afternoon long with his punt returns
and nearly broke several wide
open. In case you've lost count
we' re only at 67-15 so put the coffee
on the stove. I don't even remember how we got the ball when
Mike Weiler cruised 93 yards for
the next Hawk TD. At this point
Rob Etherington realized that his
scoring leadership was in jeopardy
and slipped in another two point
conversion to regain his lead.

"If you think I'm fast, just watch this kid behind me
for Bovair on 105 yard kickoff return.

point margin of victory. In all fairness to John, the ball was slightly
deflected just before it reached him
which obviously affected his concentration.

I was puzzled by the decision not
to use the onside kick right at the
end of the game. The only reason I
can see is that there was some misunderstanding in the time remaining, as the stadium clock was not
functioning. However, at that point
in time, I could not see what there
was to lose by attempting the onside
effort, and in retrospect, I imagine
the coaches would agree. Oh, so
simple, this second guessing.
The Golden Hawks did not deserve to win this game. They all

touchdown. Ye .
for the Hawk
game for them 1
system. Better t
den death pia)·
where the Haw
Western ne\1 I
guys are gom
Thanksgivmg
more vivid!} th
Speakmg of the
played York Ia t

"Oh, I've scored enough. You take this one m w1/l yo
RICK?" Taylor's really pitching out to McMann on play
camera range.

Substituting with every available
body, Hawks reached the 82 point
plateau with Wintermeyer on an
end around. Goodness, there is no
end to this man's talents. Ah hah!
Wagner recovers a fumble. That's
how we got the ball for the 400th
time in the fourth quarter. For a
change of pace McMann ran over
for the score, making it 88-15.
Would the Duffer go for the two
points? Yup. Warren Howe, recipient. Don't think Etherington
wasn't browned off. Final score
90-15.
Second half hi-lites? Fat chance.
There's nothing dumb about me.
Just look at these stats, though. 787
yards total offense, 651 on the
ground. McMann was held to 220,
while Chalupka scrimped for 141

on two carne
turned punh for ~21
lative effort.
The win left H
point behmd \\c I
for first place tn th
Ference. RcgarJ
Loyola-Hav.k rc u t
WLU will have
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the report of the )
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on more now that the practice unit
is at more of a workable size.
Of the seven Humber goals, five
were power play efforts as Hawks
took many penalties late in the
game and suffered thusly. The referee showed no hesitation to call
anything close to an infraction, and
Hawks were fingered a majority of
the time. Phil McColeman played
goal for the first half of the game
and then made way for newcomer
Jeff Sokol who finished the final
thirty minutes in the nets for WLU.
Keep in mind that the team is playing these games to learn from their
mistakes. More will be made and
more will be corrected. The coach
was most encouraged by the play of
the Jim Nickleson, Kim Bauer and
Paul Stratton line. Nickleson potted the hat trick and Bauer added a
single last Saturday.
The Hawks next exhibition game
is tomorrow night at Waterloo
Arena against the national champion Waterloo Warriors. Several
Wafriors were invited to Toronto
earlier this season to try out for the
Canadian student national team,
and all of the plumbers will provide
formidable opposition. Coach
Gowing expects the Waterloo team
to be a tough, well-balanced unit,
and is looking for a better defensive
effort from his own troops. No
doubt it will be like every WLUWaterloo encounter, hard-fought,
exciting and very entertaining hockey. Game time is 8 p.m. The
Hawks play their first home exhibition game against York (ring a
bell?) Yeomen on November 7 at
the Kitchener Auditorium.
Speaking of the Auditorium, that
is where the Hawks play all their
home games this season. It is as
easy to reach as the football games
at Centennial Stadium, as both
facilities are located on the same
premises, right off the Conestoga at

Ottawa Street, or minutes from the
Main Line bus on King Street.
Hawks have often suffered in the
attendance department because of
pubs and weekends, but with the
weekend attractions at the school
hopefully this problem will be
eliminated. The team is much deserving of school support.
To encourage this support, a
small group of students and faculty
members have formed in efforts to
popularize the sport and promote it
more among the students. Already
schedules are up around the school
and many other ideas are in the
planning stages, including residence competitions for attendance
(winners duly rewarded), spirit
buses for games, and as far as I'm
concerned, the most extensive
media coverage yet. CORD wishes
the hockey Hawks the very best of
good luck in the coming season
both as a competitive team and as a
phase of student life.
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Hawks and Plumbers tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

Houstnan
"Shoulder the sky my lad, and
drink your ale".
(Last Poems)

Shakespeare
"For a quart of ale is a dish for
a king".
(The Winter's Tale)

Borrow
"Good ale, the true and
. k ..."
proper dnn
(Lavengro)

Browning
"There they are, my fifty men
and women".
(One Word More)
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34 KING NORTH, WATERLOO

END OF SUMMER

SALE
THIS WEEK ONLY
ADIDAS

PONY

PUMA
CONVERSE
TOPSIDE AS

Olympia
6,7,71/2,9,10 1/2,12,13
Antilla, Marina 5 1/2,6 1/2,7 1/2,8,8 1/2,9
Match
7,13
6, 7 1/2
Varsity
Riviera
7 1/2,8 1/2
Tournament
5
Gazzelle Red
5
Football
Boys White
Boys Black
Boys Gold
Boys Red
Mens White
Mens Blue
Mens Brown
Mens Red
Flipper
Racer
Match
Marathon
Fast Break
Skidgrip
Ladies

Boots

White
Black

1.8:99
1..9:9§
2-4-:"9§
24:9§

24:99 16.99
~

9.99
9.99
1k.9§ 12,99
1-4:9§ 12.99
1.6:"9!i 14.99
24-:9§ 12.99
2-+:99 14.99
2-+:99 14.99

1.4-:99

.9:99

6.99
8.99

5, 5 1/2, 6, 6 1/2
~
7, 81/2,9, 10,11
7, 7 1/2, 8, 8 1/2,9
9 1/2, 10, 10 1/2, 11, 12 t.e-:99
7, 11
1-4-:9§

7.99

7, 7 1/2,8,8 1/2,9
3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11

7 1/2, 8, 8 1/2, 9, 9 1/2
10, 10 1/2, 12, 13,
7, 71/2,8,81/2, 9 1/2
10, 10 1/2, 11 1/2, 13

Canvas
Suede

NBA

~

18.99
14.99
6.99
12.99
14.99
19.99
19.99

26:99 14.99
6
6 1/2
22":99 9.99
7, 7 1/2,8,8 1/2,9,9 1/2,10
~ 19.99
6 1/2,7,8 1/2,9,9 1/2,10,11,12 38:99 24.99

Mens

PROKEDS

8,9, 10
1
1
1
4
7,8,9, 10,11,12
6, 7
6,7,13
6,1 o

24:99
22:W

~

1.2:99

8

'

7, 7 1/2;8,8 1/2.9,9 1/2,
10,11,12,13

7.99

1-9:99 14.99

7, 7 1/2,8,8 1/2,9,9 1/2,10,10 1/2 ~

Ladies Arnold
Palmer Golf

7.99
9.99

9.99

~ 19.99
29:99 19.99

\
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In this issue:
the Louis Capson interview
George Carlin and lotsa entertainment
Power House
a whole mess of T.D.s
16 pages and two pizzas (thanks K.J.)
Thursday, October 24, 1974

